Introduction {#s0001}
============

Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) is a highly aggressive malignant tumor which kills more than 300,000 people worldwide every year, making it the seventh most common cancer in the world.[@cit0001],[@cit0002] So far, HNSCC is still one of the most challenging malignancies. Comprehensive treatment including surgery, radiation therapy and chemotherapy is the key to treating locally advanced diseases.[@cit0003],[@cit0004] However, treatment of relapsed or metastatic diseases severely affects the prognosis of patients.[@cit0005] The prognosis model currently used for HNSCC patients is based on clinicopathological parameters, but many cases in the same clinical stage showed opposite prognosis.[@cit0006],[@cit0007] Therefore, an effective prognostic prediction model is urgently needed for HNSCC patients.

Long non-coding RNA (lncRNA) is non-coding RNA longer than 200 nucleotides. Compared with mRNA, lncRNAs have higher tissue specificity and are easier to detect, so they are important biomarkers for tumor diagnosis and prognosis.[@cit0008]--[@cit0010] Increasing evidence has suggested that lncRNAs play a crucial role in the development of tumors,[@cit0011],[@cit0012] including HNSCC.[@cit0013],[@cit0014] For example, lncRNA-EGFR-AS mediated the sensitivity of HNSCC to EGFR inhibitors by regulating EGFR function;[@cit0015] overexpression of LINC01503 promoted the malignant biological phenotype of HNSCC.[@cit0016] With the development of high-throughput sequencing technology and bioinformatics, more and more lncRNAs had been discovered, and lncRNA-signature related to the prognosis of HNSCC had been established, yet the function of lncRNA in most signatures was not clear.[@cit0017]--[@cit0019] Therefore, it is of great significance for both patients and clinicians to establish a lncRNA-signature associated with the prognosis of HNSCC.

In short, a 4-lncRNA signature, which is an independent factor of clinical characteristics, was constructed in this study. It showed good predictive performance in both training and validation cohorts. Therefore, it was recommended to apply this 4-lncRNA signature to assess the prognostic risk of HNSCC patients.

Materials and Methods {#s0002}
=====================

Source of Expression Profile and Data Downloading {#s0002-s2001}
-------------------------------------------------

Original gene expression data and corresponding clinical information of patients with HNSCC were downloaded from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) Database and The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA). The GeneChip data set GSE65858 was downloaded from GEO, which contained clinical information and expression profile data of 270 head and neck cancer patients. The annotation level was GPL10558.

The latest expression data and clinical follow-up information of HNSCC patients were download by TCGA GDC API. This data set contained clinical information and RNA-seq data of 500 patients.

Re-Annotation of ChIP-Chip Data {#s0002-s2002}
-------------------------------

The probe sequence of Illumina HumanHT-12 V4.0 expression beadchip was first downloaded, and the latest lncRNA reference sequence and gtf file were downloaded in gencode, then sequence alignment was conducted through seqmap with no mismatch allowed. Finally ENSGID was converted to lncRNA symbol according to the gtf file.

GEO Data Preprocessing {#s0002-s2003}
----------------------

The following steps were performed on the GSE65858 cohort: Remove samples with overall survival (OS) \< 30 days or without survival information;Convert the probe IDs to the corresponding lncRNA ENSG IDs using re-annotation, and retain the lncRNA probe IDs;Retain probe IDs of samples with the median absolute difference greater than one-quarter of the probe value of all samples.

TCGA Data Preprocessing {#s0002-s2004}
-----------------------

The following steps were performed on the RNA-seq data of TCGA samples: Remove samples with OS \< 30 days or without clinical information;Retain the lncRNA ENSG IDs.

After preprocessing, the GEO cohort contained the expression matrix and clinical information of 267 samples as well as 1595 lncRNA ENSG IDs. The TCGA cohort contained the expression matrix and clinical information of 500 samples as well as 60,483 lncRNA ENSG IDs. Clinical information statistics of the training cohort and validation cohort were shown in [Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Clinical Information Statistics of the Two Data Sets After PreprocessingCharacteristicGEO Training SetTCGA Testing SetSurvival statusAlive176283Dead91217SmokingYes219-No48-TP53_MutationDisruptive49-Non-disruptive33--WT142--TreatmentMono78--Multi186--Palliative3--Alcohol\>6090--1 to 3083--31 to 6063--No31--N_Category093--132--2130--312--HPV_DNAHPV1659--Negative194--Other HPV13--T_Category134--280--357--496--UICC_StageI17--II37--III37--IV179--Consensus_ClusterAtypical IR 171--Classical 230--Mesenchymal 382--Basal 484--Tumor_SiteCavum Oris83--Hypopharynx32--Larynx48--Oropharynx100--AgeQ167112Q266132Q367127Q467128SexF47133M220367Total--267500

Construction of the Risk Model {#s0002-s2005}
------------------------------

### Univariate Cox Analysis {#s0002-s2005-s3001}

First, the R package survival *coxph* function was used to perform univariate Cox proportional hazard regression model on the re-annotated lncRNA probe expression in the training cohort.

### 1,000 Rbsurv Dimension Reduction Analysis {#s0002-s2005-s3002}

Next, 75% of the samples were randomly drawn from the training cohort for rbsurv analysis, 1,000 rbsurv analyses were conducted using triple cross-validation, the maximum number of lncRNAs was selected, and results of each dimension reduction analysis were finally summarized. Standard deviations of these lncRNA probes were calculated respectively, lncRNAs with standard deviation greater than the median standard deviation of all probes and frequency greater than 300 were selected to construct a multi-factor Cox regression model.

Construction of the Nomogram {#s0002-s2006}
----------------------------

The nomogram can be a method to show the results of the risk model intuitively and effectively, and it has an important clinical application in predicting the outcome. It uses the length of the line to show the influence and values of different variables on the outcome. We included the significant clinical variables of multivariate analysis to construct a nomogram. The nomogram is applied by adding up the points identified on the points scale for each variable. The total points projected on the bottom scales indicate the probability of 1-year, 3-years and 5-year's overall survival or mortality rate.

Enriched Pathways of 4-lncRNA Signature {#s0002-s2007}
---------------------------------------

To explore the relationship between the 4-lncRNA signature and tumor-related pathways of different samples, the gene expression profiles corresponding to these samples were selected to perform single-sample Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (ssGSEA) analysis using the R package GSVA. Scores of each sample on different functions were calculated to obtain the ssGSEA scores of each function corresponding to each sample, then the correlation between these functions and RiskScores was further assessed.

Quantitative Reverse Transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction Validation of the Expression of lncRNAs {#s0002-s2008}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To complete the RNA extraction and real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) assay, total RNA was extracted using TRIzol Reagent (Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) following the manufacturer's protocol and was reverse-transcribed into complementary DNA (cDNA) using a Superscript Reverse Transcriptase Kit (Transgene, France). Super SYBR Green Kit (Transgene, France) was used to carry out real-time PCR in ABI7300 real-time PCR system (Applied Biosystems, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The primers pairs were:

Z98886.1 forward primer: CTGCCCGGCTAATTAATTGCT reverse primer: ACGAAAATTAGTGAGTTGGCATT

PIK3CD-AS1 forward primer: GAAGTGGGGCTCAGAAGGA reverse primer: GGCGGAAGGTTCTTTTGGTT

AL603962.1 forward primer: ACCCAGCCTGATCCTATTGT reverse primer: TCCCCTGTGAAATTCATTGTTCT

AL6455608.1 forward primer: ACGTCTAATCTGGCCCCAAG reverse primer: AAACGATCCTCAGGCTCCTC.

The expression levels of the four lncRNAs were calculated using the comparative 2−ΔΔCt method.

Results {#s0003}
=======

Identification Prognostic lncRNA Probes {#s0003-s2001}
---------------------------------------

First, we performed univariate Cox analysis on 1,595 re-annotated lncRNA probes in the training cohort. The results are shown in Supplementary [[S1_Table](http://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=257200.pdf)]{.ul} . *P*\<0.05 was set as the threshold to select 124 probes with significant prognosis, the top 20 lncRNA probes are shown in [Table 2](#t0002){ref-type="table"}.Table 2Top 20 lncRNA Probes Most Significantly Associated with Prognosis in Univariate AnalysisProbe_Idp-valueHRLow 95% CIHigh 95% CIAL355602.10.00070.36400.20350.6512LINC027810.00070.12190.03600.4133AL645608.10.00102.69541.49174.8702AL603962.10.001416.64862.976993.1076PIK3CD-AS10.00166.98192.091623.3060AL592464.20.00252.61801.40454.8799LINC027800.00290.02760.00260.2922LINC025930.00314.68551.681813.0536AL645608.70.003249.16363.6923654.6293MRPL20-AS10.00340.06370.01010.4013MIR1302-2HG0.003421.54572.7667167.7875AL365194.10.005217.97042.3722136.1347AL359881.20.00533.24461.41837.4225LINC014090.005639.06852.9254521.7628AL512413.10.00560.62280.44550.8708Z98886.10.00593.75741.46399.6444AL139287.10.00610.38640.19570.7626LNCTAM34A0.00630.03360.00290.3833TTLL10-AS10.00640.10300.02010.5282AL391244.20.00662.17541.24193.8103

Relationship Between Prognosis and Clinical Characteristics {#s0003-s2002}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Univariate Cox analysis was performed according to the overall survival and clinical characteristics including TP53 mutation, age, gender, treatment, alcohol, smoking, lymph node metastasis N, HPV_DNA, degree of invasion T, UICC, genotyping, tumor tissue site. The results are shown in [Figure 1](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}, which indicates that TP53 mutation, lymph node metastasis N, HPV_DNA, invasion degree T, and UICC had significant prognosis, while tumor tissue site and age had a marginal significant impact.Figure 1(**A**) KM curves of different degrees of TP53 mutation; (**B**) KM curves of different genders; (**C**) KM curves of different treatments; (**D**) KM curves of drinking or not; (**E**) KM curves of different lymph node metastases; (**F**) KM curves of different HPV DNA; (**G**) KM curves of smoking or not; (**H**) KM curves of different invasion levels; (**I**) KM curves of different UICC states; (**J**) KM curves of different genotypes; (**K**) KM curves of different tumor sites; (**L**) KM curves of different age groups, where Q1\\Q2\\Q3\\Q4 respectively represent the quartile range.

We took significant clinical features including TP53 mutation, lymph node metastasis N, HPV_DNA, degree of invasion T, UICC status, tumor sites and age as covariates to further conduct multivariate Cox analysis for each lncRNA probe. The significance threshold was 0.05, and the 37 probes finally obtained are shown in Supplementary [[S2_Table](http://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=257200.pdf)]{.ul}.

1,000 Rbsurv Dimension Reduction Analysis {#s0003-s2003}
-----------------------------------------

Three-fold cross-validation was employed, and the maximum number of lncRNAs was set as 30 to conduct 1000 rbsurv analyses. The final results of each dimension reduction are shown in [Figure 2A](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}. It can be seen that the frequencies of most probes are about 10%, which suggested that the influences of these probes on prognosis were not stable in different sample sets. The standard deviations of these high-frequency probes were relatively large, finally eleven lncRNAs with standard deviations greater than the median standard deviation of all probes and frequencies greater than 300 were selected. The distribution of their standard deviations is shown in [Figure 2B](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 2(**A**) Standard deviation distribution of all lncRNAs. The red color indicates the standard deviation of lncRNA probes with frequencies greater than 300. The horizontal axis represents the standard deviation and the vertical axis represents the number of probes. (**B**) Frequency distribution of lncRNAs selected by 1,000 rbsurv feature selection, the horizontal axis represents lncRNA ID, the vertical axis represents the frequency. lncRNA probes with the standard deviation greater than the median of overall standard deviation are in red, while those with standard deviation less than the median are in green.

Construction of a Prognostic Model {#s0003-s2004}
----------------------------------

Based on the eleven identified lncRNAs related to the prognosis of HNSCC, ROC curve analysis was performed for each gene, which showed that the AUC of five probes LINC01342, Z98886.1, AL645608.1, PIK3CD-AS1, and AL603962.1 were above 0.6, as shown in [Figure 3](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}. Then multivariate Cox survival analysis for these five probes was conducted, and the AIC criterion (Akaike's Information Criterion) was used as the condition for threshold screening. The AIC criterion believes that the model with the smallest AIC value is optimal. Therefore, results of the multivariate Cox were iterated, and the 4-lncRNA with the minimum AIC value (AIC = 851.90) were used to construct the final prognostic model.Figure 3ROC curves of 11 probes for 1, 3, and 5 years. Probes with AUC greater than 0.6 are in red.

4-lncRNA Risk Score = 1.008\* Z98886.1+1.0232\* AL645608.1+1.7362\* PIK3CD-AS1+2.6919\* AL603962.1

The results of the multivariate Cox analyses on the four lncRNAs are shown in [Table 3](#t0003){ref-type="table"}.Table 3Results of the Multivariate Survival Analyses on the four lncRNAsLncsp-valuecoefHRZLow 95% CIHigh 95% CIZ98886.10.0524491.0082.741.9390.98947.589AL645608.10.0004821.02322.7823.4911.56634.942PIK3CD-AS10.0021461.73625.6763.0691.872917.2AL603962.10.0038262.691914.7592.8922.381391.482

ROC Analysis of Risk Model {#s0003-s2005}
--------------------------

The risk score of each sample was calculated according to their expression level, and the risk score distribution of the sample is shown in [Figure 4A](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}. It could be seen that samples with a higher risk score had significantly smaller OS than those with a lower score, which meant that higher risk score indicated worse prognosis. The expression of the four different signature probes also increased with the increase of risk score. The high expressions of them were associated with high risk and were risk factors. The ROC analysis of the prognostic classification of risk score was further performed using the R software package timeROC, and the prognostic classification efficiency of 1, 3, and 5 years was analyzed, as shown in [Figure 4B](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}. The AUC for this model was as large as greater than 0.77. Finally, risk score were converted to z-score, 128 samples with a risk score greater than zero were divided into a high-risk group, and 139 with risk score less than zero were divided into a low-risk group. The KM curve is shown in [Figure 4C](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}, which indicates that they had an extremely significant difference in logrank; *p*\<0.0001, HR = 2.932 (1.874--4.586).Figure 4(**A**) Risk score, survival time and survival status, expression of 4 lncRNAs in the training cohort; (**B**) ROC curve and AUC of 4-lncRNA signature classification; (**C**) KM survival curve distribution of 4-lncRNA signature in the training cohort.

Univariate and Multivariate Analysis of the 4-lncRNA Signature {#s0003-s2006}
--------------------------------------------------------------

To identify the independence of the 4-lncRNA signature model in clinical applications, clinical information for the entire training cohort was used to analyze the relevant HR, 95% CI of HR and *p-*value using univariate and multivariate Cox regression. Clinical information including gender, age, pathology T stage, N stage, M stage, UICC Stage, alcohol, HPV, smoking, TP53_mutation and other clinical information, as well as grouping information of the 4-lncRNA signature were systematically analyzed. Univariate Cox regression analysis revealed that age, pathology T stage, N stage, UICC Stage, HPV_DNA, consensus_cluster were significantly related to OS, as shown in [Figure 5A](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}. While the corresponding multivariate Cox analysis found risk score (HR=2.28, 95% CI=1.333--3.898, log rank *p*=0.003), pathological N status, and HPV_DNA significantly related to OS ([Figure 5B](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). These indicated that the risk score, pathological N status and HPV_DNA were independent risk variables in patients\' prognosis.Figure 5(**A**) Forest map of univariate survival analysis; (**B**) Forest map of multivariate survival analysis, where orange-red represents significant relation to OS.

Construction of Nomogram and DCA {#s0003-s2007}
--------------------------------

We included the significant clinical variables of 4-lncRNA Risk Score, pathological N status and HPV_DNA in the multivariate analysis to construct a nomogram ([Figure 6A](#f0006){ref-type="fig"}). Results showed that 4-ncRNA risk score had the greatest impact on survival prediction, indicating that the 4-lncRNA signature performed well in predicting overall survival.Figure 6(**A**) Nomogram of clinical variables and RiskScore. The nomogram is applied by adding up the points identified on the points scale for each variable. The total points projected on the bottom scales indicate the probability of 1-year, 3-year and 5-year OS. (**B**) The calibration curve for predicting 1-year, 3-year and 5-year OS for patients with HNSCC; (**C**) Time-dependent ROC curves analysis evaluates the accuracy of the nomograms; (**D**) The DCA curves can intuitively evaluate the clinical benefit of the nomograms and the scope of application of the nomograms to obtain clinical benefits. The net benefits (Y‐axis) as calculated are plotted against the threshold probabilities of patients having 1-year, 3-year and 5-year survival on the X-axis.

Calibration plots were used to visualize the performances of the nomograms. The 45° line represented the best prediction. Calibration plots showed that the nomogram performed well ([Figure 6B](#f0006){ref-type="fig"}). At the same time, we compared the accuracy of this nomogram with independent Risk score, HPV_DNA and pathological N stage. We found that the performance of nomogram ROC was significantly higher than that of HPV_DNA, pathological N stage and risk score ([Figure 6C](#f0006){ref-type="fig"}).

Decision Curve Analysis (DCA) is a method for evaluating clinical predictive models, diagnostic tests, and molecular markers. In order to prove the advantage of the nomogram, we compared the 1-year, 3-year and 5-year ROC curves of HPV_DNA, pathological N stage and risk score and found that the nomogram showed the best net benefit ([Figure 6D](#f0006){ref-type="fig"}).

These findings suggest that the nomogram constructed by combining multiple independent prognostic variables is the best predictor of the survival time of patients, whether in the short term or in the long term, compared with an independent prognostic variable. This may be helpful for patient counseling, decision-making and follow-up scheduling. In short, the predictive model we developed will enable patients with head and neck cancer to be managed more accurately in clinical practice.

Enriched Pathways of 4-lncRNA Signature {#s0003-s2008}
---------------------------------------

It can be seen that most of the tumor-related pathways are negatively correlated with the risk score of the samples ([Figure 7A](#f0007){ref-type="fig"}). A total of 22 KEGG Pathways with correlation greater than 0.3 were selected to conduct cluster analysis based on their enrichment score, as shown in [Figure 7B](#f0007){ref-type="fig"}. Among these 22 pathways, nod-like receptor signaling pathway and JAK/STAT signaling pathway increased with the rise of the risk score, while mismatch repair and endometrial cancer decreased as the risk score rose, which also suggested that the imbalance of these pathways was closely related to tumor development.Figure 7(**A**) Clustering of correlation coefficients between KEGG pathways with correlation to risk score greater than 0.3 and between risk scores; (**B**) Changes in ssGSEA scores of KEGG pathways with correlation to risk score greater than 0.33 in each sample, the horizontal axis represents the samples, and the risk scores increase from left to right.

Relationship Between Risk Model and Immune Score {#s0003-s2009}
------------------------------------------------

To identify the relationship between the 4-lncRNA signature, risk score and the immune score, 28 types of immune scores were first calculated.[@cit0020] Further analysis showed that CD4 T cell, Central memory CD8 T cell, Gamma delta T cell, Regulatory T cell, T follicular helper cell, Type 1 T helper cell, Activated dendritic cell and other immune scores had significant differences between the high- and low-risk groups in the training cohort (*p* \<0.05), as shown in [Figure 8](#f0008){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 8Immune scores with significant difference between the high- and low-risk groups in 28 immune scores.

External Validation of 4-lncRNA Signature {#s0003-s2010}
-----------------------------------------

The robustness of the model was further evaluated in the external cohort, using the same model and coefficients as in the training cohort. The risk score distribution is shown in [Figure 9A](#f0009){ref-type="fig"}, samples with higher risk scores had a worse prognosis. The 5-year ROC curve was 0.64 ([Figure 9B](#f0009){ref-type="fig"}). The KM curve in [Figure 9C](#f0009){ref-type="fig"} showed that there was an extremely significant difference between the two groups (log rank *p*=0.0058, HR=1.469 (1.115--1.933)).Figure 9(**A**) Risk score, survival time and survival status, and expression of the four lncRNAs in all data sets; (**B**) ROC curve and AUC of the 4-lncRNA signature classification; (**C**) KM survival curve distribution of the 4-lncRNA signature in all data sets.

Comparison of the Other Signatures {#s0003-s2011}
----------------------------------

After reviewing the literature, two prognostic risk signatures, the 4-gene signature (Zhang et al)[@cit0021] and the 10-gene signature (Xu et al),[@cit0022] were finally selected for comparison with the 4-lncRNA model. To make them comparable, the same method was used to calculate the risk score of each sample in the training cohort according to the corresponding lncRNAs in the two published models. The ROC and KM curves of the two models in [Figure 10A](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}--[D](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} shows that in Zhang's model, the AUC of 1-year, 3-years and 5-years were all below 0.6, and the prognosis was not significant (*p*=0.54). Among the Xu's risk model, the AUC of 1-year and 3-years were also less than 0.6, and the prognosis was not significant (*p*=0.22). Unlike the model constructed in this study, these two could not divide the training cohort into high- and low-risk groups.Figure 10(**A**) ROC curve of Zhang model in TCGA training cohort; (**B**) KM survival curve of Zhang model in TCGA training cohort; (**C**) ROC curve of Xu model in TCGA training cohort; (**D**) KM survival curve of Xu model in TCGA training cohort; (**E**) RMS curves of the comparison among the three models; (**F**) Risk coefficient curves of the three models.

To compare the predictive performance of these models on HNSCC samples, the restricted mean survival curve was drawn using the R package *rms*. As shown in [Figure 10E](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, the C-index of 4-lncRNA RiskScore was higher than that of both the Zhang et al ^21^and Xu et al^22^ models with a significant *p-*value, which indicated that our 4-lncRNA signature had better predictive performances for prognosis than the others. [Figure 10F](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} shows the clinical utility of the three models. We can see that 4-lncRNA signature risk score has the highest net benefit, indicating that our model has the best clinical applicability.

Quantitative Reverse Transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction Validation of the Expression of lncRNAs {#s0003-s2012}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The experimental results of quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) described that the 4-lncRNAs were significantly upregulated in 40 pairs in HNSCC compared with normal tissues ([Figure 11](#f0011){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 11LncRNA levels were validated by reverse transcription quantitative polymerase chain reaction. (**A**) Z98886.1; (**B**) PIK3CD-AS1; (**C**) AL645608.1; (**D**) AL603962.1. LINC, long non-protein coding RNA between genes; lncRNA, long non-coding RNA.

Flowchart of Data Analysis {#s0003-s2013}
--------------------------

In order to make our research understood easily by readers, a flowchart of our research was performed ([Figure 12](#f0012){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 12Flowchart of data analysis.

Discussion {#s0004}
==========

HNSCC has a high morbidity and mortality, with a 5-year survival rate of only 40−50%, and more than 60% of patients are in advanced stages at their first clinical visit.[@cit0023],[@cit0024] Therefore, it is vital to explore the diagnosis and prognosis biomarkers. In recent years, lncRNA has attracted widespread attention from researchers. LncRNA was involved in many biological processes of tumors, including regulating the proliferation, apoptosis, invasion, and metastasis of tumor cells.[@cit0025],[@cit0026] Recently, a variety of lncRNAs have gradually been confirmed to be abnormally expressed in HNSCC, and to play an important regulatory role in tumor development.

In this study, the lncRNA probe expression and survival data were re-annotated in the GSE65858 cohort, and 124 probes significantly associated with prognosis were identified through univariate Cox analysis, then they were reduced to eleven lncRNAs by rbsurv dimensionality reduction analysis. Combined with multivariate Cox regression analysis, a prognostic model including four lncRNAs, Z98886.1, AL645608.1, PIK3CD-AS1 and AL603962, was established. Integrating clinical information, the nomogram containing 4-lncRNA signature further confirmed its good predictive performance in clinical applications. Similarly, univariate and multivariate Cox analysis on the 4-lncRNA signature confirmed that it was an independent prognostic factor. More importantly, the 4-lncRNA signature also showed good predictive performance on prognosis in the TCGA validation cohort. This indicated that the 4-lncRNA signature had stable and consistent predictive performance for prognosis, thus having great potential for clinical application. RT-qPCR was used to explore the differential expression of 4-lncRNAs in head and neck cancer and normal tissues. The results showed that these 4-lncRNAs were up-regulated in head and neck cancer tissues compared with normal tissues.

Currently, there are no studies on Z98886.1, AL645608.1 and AL603962.1 in other tumors and head and neck cancer. There are a few studies on PIK3CD-AS1, only reported separately in kidney cancer and liver cancer. Chen et al[@cit0027] found that the upregulation of PIK3CD-AS1 is closely related to higher clinical stage and metastasis of renal cell carcinoma. Song et al[@cit0028] had found that the overexpression of lncRNA PIK3CD-AS1 inhibits the growth, invasion and metastasis of hepatocellular carcinoma cells by competitive binding with microRNA-566, thus promoting the expression of LATS1. Overall, lncRNA PIK3CD-AS1 is highly expressed in tumors, which is consistent with our experimental validation. Moreover, our 4-lncRNA signature is unique for head and neck cancer, and the combined prognostic effect of these four genes has not been reported in other studies.

Another focus of this study was exploratory analysis of the tumor-related pathway of the constructed lncRNA model. GSEA enrichment analysis showed that nod-like receptor signaling pathway, JAK/STAT signaling pathway, etc. increased with the rise of the risk score. Multiple studies have shown that excessive activation of the NLR pathway[@cit0029]--[@cit0031] and JAK/STAT pathway[@cit0032]--[@cit0034] promoted the malignant phenotype of HNSCC, further confirming the reliability of our analysis.

In contrast, some pathways such as mismatch repair decreased as the risk score rose, suggesting that dysregulation of the mismatch repair pathway might be related to the development of HNSCC, which was consistent with previous researches.[@cit0035],[@cit0036] The mismatch repair system is one of the most important ways to repair DNA damage, its main purpose is to ensure the integrity of DNA structure.[@cit0037],[@cit0038] Defects in the mismatch repair system would lead to genomic instability.[@cit0039] This result suggested a potential link between the lncRNA model and the immune function of HNSCC. Therefore, the relationship between the 4-lncRNA signature and immune cells were subsequently explored. The results showed that 4-lncRNA signature was significantly correlated with the scores of CD4 T cell, central memory CD8 T cell, regulatory T cell and other cells, further indicating the close relationship between the model and immune function. These results revealed the potential function of lncRNA in this model, and more importantly, showed that the 4-lncRNA signature played an important role in maintaining the immune function of HNSCC, and the mechanism needed to be explored in further research.

Many previous studies had tried to identify lncRNA prognostic markers and to construct models for HNSCC. Zhang et al^21^ constructed a 4-lncRNA signature based on the TCGA data set.Xu et al^22^ constructed a ceRNA network of HNSCC by analyzing the TCGA data set, in which 11-lncRNA was significantly related to the prognosis and could be used as a prognostic biomarker for HNSCC patients. Comparative analysis showed that our signature in this study was better than these two models in predicting the prognosis of HNSCC. C-index analysis further confirmed its better overall performance than the others. These results indicated our 4-lncRNA signature prediction model had strong advantages in helping clinicians predict the individual risks and providing guidance for patient assessment and treatment decisions.

Although based on large samples, this study still had some limitations. The conclusions were mainly based on bioinformatics analysis, thus further validation in future in vivo and in vitro experiments was still needed. In addition, the specific functions of the four lncRNAs in HNSCC were still unknown, even though the possible mechanisms were predicted, we also need more experiments to validate in the future. Finally, the population race in the TCGA database is mainly limited to whites and blacks, and extrapolation of the study results to other multicenter studies needs to be confirmed.

In summary, a 4-lncRNA signature was constructed in this study, it showed satisfactory predictive performance in different cohorts. By incorporating the 4-lncRNA signature to construct the nomogram, we found that compared with the traditional pathological staging and HPV_DNA status, nomogram has the best ability to predict the prognosis and is expected to become routinely used in the future adding value in clinical situations.
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